Four girls and a teacher were killed in an Arkansas school shooting; two middle-school-aged boys arrested.

By Jesay Price

JONESBORO, Ark.—Two boys apparently opened fire today at their high school here, killing five people and wounding 11 others, police said. The two boys, ages 13 and 15, had been suspended from school last month when they were caught during a break for being in a closed area on campus. No suspect had been identified as of this morning, police said. The shooting occurred when the two boys opened fire at 7 a.m. in the school's main entrance, police said. At least 13 people were killed and 21 people were wounded, police said.

Despite efforts to reach the students, police said, the two boys refused to come out of the school. The shooting occurred during the school day, police said. The school was on lock-down, police said.

By Greg Johnson

Tuesday, March 25, 1998

President Clinton, left, and Uganda's President Yoweri Museveni, right, are being photographed in Uganda by children at the Kwosake School in Mubora, a small rural village 20 miles from Kampala, Uganda.

President Clinton's trip to Africa

The President and First Lady are expected to visit 10 African countries over the next 16 days. The trip will primarily benefit the United States, since trade with Africa is bringing in some of the new jobs.

President Clinton's visit is expected to bring some new jobs to the United States. The trip will primarily benefit the United States, since trade with Africa is bringing in some of the new jobs. President Clinton's visit is expected to bring some new jobs to the United States. President Clinton's visit is expected to bring some new jobs to the United States. President Clinton's visit is expected to bring some new jobs to the United States. President Clinton's visit is expected to bring some new jobs to the United States.
Portable phone popularity proliferates

Not only are cellular phones growing in popularity, but there are now three types of phones to choose from:

By Ana Sorm

Whether for function or fashion, most UI students have been living cellular phones in their daily lives. Although there are no official records kept for each student, Cellular Phone Co., one of the largest cellular phone dealers, has noted an increase in the number of cellular phones sold in the last six months. According to one Cellular Phone Co. employee Ed Edelstein: "I'm not sure how many phones there are, but I do know that more and more students are using them."

A recent study by the U.S. Census Bureau shows that the number of cellular phones in use has increased by 25% in the past year. The study also found that the number of cellular phones sold in Iowa has increased by 30% in the past year.

There are three types of cellular phones, each with its own unique features:

1. A basic cellular phone, which is the most popular type of phone. These phones are relatively inexpensive and are often used for basic calling and texting. They are also the most portable phones, as they can be carried in a pocket or purse.

2. A digital cellular phone, which is more expensive but offers more features. These phones are used for both calling and texting, as well as for accessing the internet, taking pictures, and playing games. They are also more powerful than basic cellular phones and can be used for longer periods of time.

3. A smartphone, which is the most expensive type of phone. These phones are used for both calling and texting, as well as for accessing the internet, taking pictures, playing games, and even for making payments. They are also the most powerful of the three types of phones and can be used for longer periods of time.

A primary consideration when buying a cellular phone is cost, which can range from $50 to $500 depending on the type of phone.

Ring the college students with cellular phones. For example, if you call a dorm room at night, you may not hear the ring tone because the phone is not in the room. If you call a dorm room during the day, you will probably hear the ring tone because the phone is in the room.

If you are a college student, you may want to consider getting a cellular phone. They are relatively inexpensive and are often used for basic calling and texting. They are also the most portable phones, as they can be carried in a pocket or purse.
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Ring the college students with cellular phones. For example, if you call a dorm room at night, you may not hear the ring tone because the phone is not in the room. If you call a dorm room during the day, you will probably hear the ring tone because the phone is in the room.

If you are a college student, you may want to consider getting a cellular phone. They are relatively inexpensive and are often used for basic calling and texting. They are also the most portable phones, as they can be carried in a pocket or purse.
Company to detect blood disease

A UI professor is starting a company designed to detect a rare blood disease that has no symptoms.

By Brenda Morse

A UI professor has started a company to detect a rare blood disease that has no symptoms.

Linda Roodfeld, professor of computer science, launched the company, Risk-Health Diagnostics Inc., at the Oldfather Research Campus, to detect and fight against a new method of blood disease that has no symptoms.
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UI Senate votes down academy

At a teaching academy proposed to bring professors from different disciplines together was quashed at last night’s Faculty Senate meeting.

By Steven Cook

One of the chief advocates of a new UI teaching academy called the proposal’s defeat “a blow to the fabric of the Faculty Senate’s meeting.

Arbrosa McCulley, chair of the Faculty Senate Council on Teaching, presented the proposal to the full Senate and tried to answer the many questions.

Senate members were misused about many parts of the proposal. Some members were concerned that the academy would create a group of elites among the faculty.

“A group doesn’t make a person elitist,” the professor makes themselves elitist,” he said.

Under this plan, professors who will later, according to the chancellor, will not be classroom observers, will not have portfolios and highlights research on teaching and warning.

The proposal received a warm response in front of the Faculty Senate Council March and virtually unanimous.

The Senate decided to vote down the proposal and to discuss the ideaoo of an academy.
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Furor rises over Rodham Clinton privilege

**Low experts say executive privilege doesn’t stretch to the first lady**

By Nancy Bens, Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Legal scholars are worried about the implications of releases Tuesday that appear to respect James Earl Ray's executive privilege when he refused to answer questions about the King assassination.

"This is a step too far," said Jonathan Turley, a law professor at George Washington University and a frequent litigation witness at impeachment trials. "The first lady is not the president. If the president has a legal right to assert executive privilege, the first lady does not." Turley acknowledged there will be "some wiggle room" for the president to ask for a lawyer to use the privilege but said, "I don't think there's going to be a lot of wiggle room." Turley said the president's decision to use executive privilege was "absolutely bizarre, especially with regard to communications that took place before he had leadership of the state of Tennessee." Turley also said that the White House refused to allow Ray to testify before a Senate committee investigating the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr.

Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., said the administration would be wrong to use executive privilege in this case. "Executive privilege is a privilege for the president," he said. "It is very tempting to say that the president should have used executive privilege but I think that the president is now in a bit of a bind. It's not clear how he can escape the public pressure to do so." Turley said the administration's decision to use executive privilege was "absolutely bizarre, especially with regard to communications that took place before he had leadership of the state of Tennessee." Turley also said that the White House refused to allow Ray to testify before a Senate committee investigating the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr.
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Marc Mannes, director of the
School Shooting

I was sick to my stomach.
This is not a problem that is limited to any specific area. It can happen anywhere. There are too many guns out there, and they are too easily accessible.

Marc Mannes, director of the
School Shooting Foundation

I'd be very shocked if it happened here, especially at the school my kids go to. It's not such a small, tight-knit elementary school. I really would see it happening here.

John Simpson, Iowa City resident and parent

STAFF CELEBRATION DAY
Staff Showcase and Poster Fair
co-sponsored by Staff Council and the Office of Staff Development
Wednesday, June 3, 1998
Main Lounge, Iowa Memorial Union
3:00-6:00 p.m.

The Staff Celebration Day is in recognition of the important contribution staff make to The University of Iowa. Included in the day's activities is the Staff Showcase and Poster Fair. This is an opportunity for staff to exhibit their work in the areas of research, instruction, and/or service. Last year, there were over 55 entries from across campus and over 800 University community members attended the event.

If you are interested in participating this year or would like more information, please call the Office of Staff Development at 335-2687 to request an application.

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

Are you looking for ways to get involved?
Need some hands on experience for your résumé?
Well here’s your chance...

The University of Iowa Student Government (USIG) would like you to apply for the following committees:

• Academic Computer Services
• Concerned about computer needs and service on campus? What do you think we need?

• Parking and Transportation
• Do you have an opinion about parking?

• Recreational Services
• Would you like to advise on the fees, schedules, and rules for all University rec facilities?

• Research Council
• Does research interest you? Advise the VP of Research on local and national research proposals.

• Student Health Services
• Would you like to coordinate the work and direction of Student Health?

• University Safety and Security
• How do you feel about safety issues on campus? Work with Public Safety on a variety of issues.

Iowa Memorial Union Advisory

• What do you think about the IMU? What do you like? What changes would you like to see?

• Computer Fee Advisory
• What does your computer fee bring to you? Would you be interested in helping to shape it?

• Human Subject Review Advisory
• Would you be interested in forming policy concerning the use of human subjects?

*Applications are available in room 145 IMU and are due back by 4pm on April 3rd.

Questions? Call Scott (@) 335-5776

2nd Annual Staff Celebration Day
School Showcase and Poster Fair
co-sponsored by Staff Council and the Office of Staff Development
Cub FOODS

AE Yogurt
3/$1
8 Oz.

81% Lean Ground Beef
98¢
Lb.

Selected Varieties 6 Pack - Half Liter
2/$4
+ Deposit

USDA Choice Boneless Chuck Roast
$138
Lb.

Washington Extra Fancy Braeburn Apples
59¢
Lb.

Original, Thin or Light Tombstone Pizza
4/$10
12 Inch

Chiquita Bananas
3 Lb./$1

Frito Lay Ruffles
2/$4
14 Oz.

Fresh Baked French Bread
99¢
1 Lb. Loaf

Cub FOODS
The Spend Less Store

- Your grocery bags are always free at Cub
- Money order - 49¢ everyday
- Western Union
- We sell postage stamps
- Lottery - Lottery
- We sell phone cards
- We sell only USDA Choice beef
- Check cashing

Check out our entrance east of the store.
Iowa
More than three
7:00·10:00 pm

Iowa

International Monetary Fund.

Nonetheless, the American
only $4.75

Visiting the Kisowera Primary
Jefferson and Madison Streets
Iowa Memorial Union
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We don't need no education

If you could change one Oscar that was given out last night, which would you change?

Tobacco

Just who is responsible here?

The government's desire to take away veterans' benefits for smoking in hypochondria.

• For years, scientists have been researching the effects of smoking on the body. However, the government has been reluctant to implement any laws that would take away veterans' benefits for smoking. This is causing a rift between the government and the veterans community.

• The government's motives for taking away veterans' benefits for smoking are unclear. Some believe it is a way to reduce healthcare costs, while others argue it is a form of discrimination against those who served our country.

SPRING REVITALIZATION

April's busting out all over

Spring has sprung in Iowa City, but can you really tell?

WHILE March 20th, the vernal equinox, marked the official start of the new season, it certainly didn't feel like spring in Iowa City. A miserable and melancholy day settled in from the beginning of the week and it seemed as though the winter wasn't going to end any time soon.

Order was restored, though, and we were able to enjoy some sunny days and mild temperatures. This prediction without much hope for rain brought me back to a story I had been working on for quite some time. The weather is, in fact, dramatically different when it rains in the spring. The sun begins to shine and the grass begins to grow. People seem more active and their moods improve.

I knew I would be in for some more interesting stories if I just waited. So I spent the day hanging out with a group of people who were constructing mud-cast sculptures out of hay and straw. The weather was cold, and there was nothin' but a feeling of nostalgia. What a beautiful way to spend the day.

Beau Elliot

VIEWPOINTS

Viewpoints

To the editor,

I would give the best Oscar to Matt Damon for the film Good Will Hunting. Damon brought a raw, honest, and believable portrayal of Charlie that was both poignant and frightening. His performance was a standout in a film that dealt with heavy themes of addiction and family. Damon should be proud of his work and deserves recognition for his talent.

Alfonso Richards

I would give the best picture to "Good Will Hunting," which was a heartwarming story that resonated with audiences worldwide. The film's message about the importance of help and support in times of need was timely and relevant, and Damon's performance was a true masterpiece.

Terezius Krye

I would give the best picture to "Good Will Hunting," which was a heartwarming story that resonated with audiences worldwide. The film's message about the importance of help and support in times of need was timely and relevant, and Damon's performance was a true masterpiece.

The Daily Iowan and the Iowa Communications Board will accept letters for Viewpoints. The Daily Iowan reserves the right to edit letters to fit print and online space and style. The Daily Iowan welcomes letters that are not more than 150 words in length.

Viewpoints are written by editorial writers and appear in the Viewpoints page of the Daily Iowan.

Lett3"Erect Hille" in the editor’s mailbox and must include the writer’s full name and address. Letters will be considered only if signed and may appear in any form of publication, including online. The Daily Iowan reserves the right to edit letters for length and clarity.

REVIEW SPOTLIGHT

"Good Will Hunting" review

This film is about the power of friendship and the importance of having someone to turn to when things get tough. It's a story about a boy who has been through a lot and is struggling to find his place in the world. His friend, who has been there before, helps him through the tough times and teaches him valuable life lessons.

The film is directed by Matt Damon and stars him in the lead role. The chemistry between Damon and the rest of the cast is amazing, and the script is well-written and thought-provoking.

I would give Damon the best actor award for his performance in this film. He truly gave a heartfelt and moving performance that left a lasting impression on the audience.

Mark Lohr (Iowa City)
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An accessory for the millennium 'Communist Manifesto' on Madison Avenue

The revolutionary book has become holder for avant-garde accessory.

By Vernon Brinton

NEW YORK — You've come a long way, Marx. The former revolutionary now appears on Madison Avenue. His book, "Communist Manifesto," is being marketed as an accessory. A $13.95 bag, designed by a Japanese designer, comes complete with a case bearing the "Communist Manifesto." The bag is a "statement piece," says the designer, and is marketed as a "bespoke" accessory.

The bag, which will be on sale this spring, is a nod to the book's enduring popularity. "Communist Manifesto," written in 1848, is still a bestseller. The book's ideas have influenced a wide range of political movements, from the Russian Revolution to the Cuban Revolution.

"The bag is a way for people to express their support for the ideas in the book," says the designer. "It's a statement of solidarity with the ideals of the communist movement."

The bag is made of a durable, high-quality material and features a zipper closure. The case, which includes the book, is made of a leather-like material. The book itself is a reproduction of the original 1848 edition.

The bag is expected to be popular among those who are interested in political activism and those who want to make a statement about their political beliefs.

"This is a way for people to express their support for the ideas in the book," says the designer. "It's a statement of solidarity with the ideals of the communist movement."

The bag is expected to be popular among those who are interested in political activism and those who want to make a statement about their political beliefs.

Glimpse at the Globe

T he globe is a symbol of the world, representing the idea of unity and peace. In the context of the message, it is used to emphasize the importance of global cooperation in addressing the challenges faced by the world.

The logo shown on the left side of the globe is a representation of the United Nations. The UN is an international organization that works to promote peace, development, and human rights.

The message "Together we can make a difference" encourages people to work together towards a common goal. The phrase "One World One People" further reinforces the idea of unity and togetherness.

The image of the globe with the message "Together we can make a difference" is a powerful visual representation of the importance of global cooperation in addressing the challenges faced by the world.
Fresh, Ripe Strawberries

Store Coupon

10% off 2

1/2 Gallon Roberts Milk

WITH COUPON & $1.50 PURCHASE

Good only at Econofoods, Economart or Food Bonanza. March 31, 1998

SAVE $1.09 or more with coupon

12" Assorted Jack's Naturally Rising Pizza

8-10 oz. Assorted Yu Sing or Michelina's Entrees

8 oz. Assorted Dannon Yogurt

12 Pack-12 oz. Cans Milwaukee's Best or Natural Beers

1 Pound Stick Imperial Margarine

10.4 oz. Assorted Oscar Mayer Fun Pak Lunchables

Red Potatoes

Brenton Foods

Broadway & Hwy. 6 Bypass Iowa City • (319) 354-0313
Iowa baseball coach Tom Davis talked about his team's disappointing finish as well as his future.

**Iowa Basketball**

Davis responds to criticism

---

**Iowa baseball**

Back in the swing

---

**Baseball**

Williams watches his Red Sox beat Philadelphia

---

**Jane's 80 CE**

Williams supports Zalesky

---

**Iowa Wrestling**

Three-time national wrestling champion Joe Williams credits coach Dan Gable for helping him throughout his career. He also needed to go to Zanesville in order to make it all-American.

---

**Sound Bite**

If you were (W) Wendt wrestling his first match, you would be at his side throughout the night.

---

**Iowa Women's Volleyball**

Iowa's Claire Terry talks about the events in Fort Myers and a plant sale.

---

**Iowa Wrestling**

Iowa wrestling coach Joe Tidrow talks about his team's disappointment and his future.
Davis/Iowa coach plans to return for his 13th season

Continued from Page 1B
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The Road To San Antonio

BY THE NUMBERS...

Kentucky (24-4)
- Leading scorer: Jeff Sheppard, 14.1 ppg
- Three-point shots: 370
- Field goals: 1,012
- Free throws: 666
- Assists: 591
- Steals: 256
- Blocks: 110

Stanford (26-6)
- Leading scorer: Adam Morrison, 16.1 ppg
- Three-point shots: 326
- Field goals: 1,010
- Free throws: 696
- Assists: 493
- Steals: 251
- Blocks: 107

North Carolina (31-3)
- Leading scorer: Christian Laettner, 20.1 ppg
- Three-point shots: 392
- Field goals: 1,040
- Free throws: 798
- Assists: 523
- Steals: 292
- Blocks: 124

Championship strategy:

Champions are born on December 1. Every team has its own blueprint for success, but there are certain universal strategies that are often employed by winning programs.

1. Team Chemistry: A successful team, whether it's in basketball or any other sport, needs strong interpersonal relationships. Players must be able to communicate effectively both on and off the court. They need to trust each other, respect each other's abilities, and be willing to make sacrifices for the greater good.

2. Scouting: Every team has a playbook and a game plan, but the best programs are those that study their opponents thoroughly. This might involve watching game films, analyzing statistics, or even conducting interviews with players and coaches. By understanding their opponent's strengths and weaknesses, a team can design plays and strategies that exploit those weaknesses.

3. Defense: Defense is often the key to winning. A team that can shut down its opponents can gain an advantage in a game, especially when the offense is struggling. This might involve pressuring the ball handler, communicating well on the court, and making intelligent rotations to stop the opposing team's best players.

4. Leadership: A leader can make all the difference in a championship game. The best leaders are those who can step up when the team needs them most, whether it's during a timeout, a critical moment in the game, or a personal challenge. They need to be able to marshal the team's energy, motivate their teammates, and make difficult decisions.

5. Mental Toughness: Championship teams are made of players who can handle pressure and perform under the spotlight. They need to be able to stay calm, focused, and resilient in the face of adversity. This might involve visualization exercises, pre-game rituals, or simply having a strong belief in oneself.

6. Reputation: The best teams earn respect from their opponents and from the fans. When a team is known for being tough, disciplined, and determined, it can gain an advantage in a game, especially when the other team is intimidated by its reputation. This might involve a strong work ethic, a high level of intensity, or a history of success.

7. Experience: The best teams are those that have been around the block before. They have learned from past losses and have the wisdom to avoid making the same mistakes again. This might involve veterans who have been on the championship stage before, or a young team that has the confidence and fire to compete at the highest level.

8. Luck: Sometimes, luck plays a role in a championship game. A team that can make the most of its opportunities, whether it's dropping a critical free throw, making a late three-pointer, or avoiding a foul-trap, can gain an edge over its opponents.

9. Team Size: The best teams are those that can outsize their opponents. This might involve having taller players, a more physical style of play, or simply being able to dominate the boards and the paint.

10. Staying Power: The best teams are those that can endure a long game. They need to be able to play 40 minutes of basketball without losing their energy or their focus. This might involve having a deep bench, or a team that can adjust its style of play to match its opponents.
Iowa State advances to NIT championship with OT win

Penn State makes it a Big Ten final

Minnesota advances to NIT championship with OT win

**NIT SEMIFINALS**

**Penn State 90, Georgia 85**

The Gophers (19-15) left Tarkanian’s club through the quarter.

Kevin Clark added 24 as Minnesota’s lone 20-point scorer (10-10 FG, 4-4 3pt, 6-6 FT) in the win.

The second meeting between Fresno State-Georgia consolation game will pre-date the Gophers, who have a 4-1 all-time record against the Bulldogs.

**New Hampshire 65, Houston 63**

New Hampshire, which had won its previous three outings, held off Houston, which had defeated the Bobcats in the regular season.
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Williams/Iowa champ wants gold
Continued
Iowa City’s Joe Williams wants gold
While Talatzy’s future remains uncertain, Williams appears on his way to a national champ ion at 158 pounds. Williams won his third title this year and is considered one of the world’s top three 158-pound wrestlers.

Joe Williams is in a future
prospect for Olympic
wrestling, if he would be.
He’s got a lot of talent.
Tom Davis
Former Iowa wrestling coach
and 1972 Olympic gold medalist

The first thing Williams will have to do is prove he belongs in the 158 range. At 167, he said, "I think it is going to be a little easier getting in shape and then we will have a chance to wrestle some of these loosen races over the year." Williams plans to be top three there, as well. "I’m going to be around here for another six weeks or so to ready for the Olympics," he said.

Gable plans to step up his involvement with the

Williams says his former coach, 1972 Olympic gold medalist Dan Gable, will be in his corner. According to Williams, Gable will be the one to hone the young wrestler’s skills.

Joe Williams is a shining prospect for the Olympics, said Dan Gable, Williams’ former coach. "He’s got a lot of talent," Gable said. "Joe Williams has the ability to be a medalist. If he would be."

Both Joe and his former coach have high expectations for the future of this young wrestler. "Joe Williams is a shining prospect for the Olympics," Gable said. "He’s got a lot of talent."
### Interested in Radio?
Get involved with one of the best college radio stations in the nation. We are currently accepting applications for the position of General Manager. You must be enrolled as a student at the University of Iowa to be eligible. Interviews will take place during March 26–29 in M7. More information: Applications are available at the DAILY Iowan or online at [http://www.ncn.follettfinder.com](http://www.ncn.follettfinder.com). Applications will be accepted until 8 p.m. on Monday, March 27.

### TEMPORARY SUMMER HELP WANTED
**SECONDARY ROAD DEPARTMENT**
In the position of Maintenance Worker, you will work with a team to keep our streets in good repair. You will be responsible for various tasks such as maintaining pavement, clearing debris, and operating heavy equipment. Salary dependent on experience.

### COMPUTER CONSULTANT I
Computer Consultant I position at University of Iowa. Salary $20,000. Assist in teaching and maintaining computer systems, including Windows NT, Macintosh, and Unix. A minimum of 2 years experience in a technical support environment and a Bachelor’s degree in computer science or equivalent is required. Application deadline: May 25.

### Technical Writing/Documentation Intern
Seeking an intern to work within an established software company. Responsibilities include writing documentation and user guides, creating training materials, and editing existing content. Must be a current student with coursework in technical writing or related field.

### Help Wanted
**Systems Unlimited, Inc.**
Making a difference... every day!

Do you think you have an idea?

Do you have what it takes to become a Technical Engineer with us in the past few years? The position is open to anyone who has at least 1 year of experience and is interested in developing a career in the field of technical engineering. You will be responsible for analyzing and troubleshooting technical issues and providing technical support to customers.

### AUTOMOTIVE CAREER OPPORTUNITY
At APAC, our dedicated team works together in an atmosphere of training, diversity, and teamwork. We are looking for an automotive technician to join our team. In this role, you will be responsible for ensuring the proper maintenance and repair of vehicles. You must have a minimum of 2 years of experience in the automotive industry.

### TECHNICAL SUPPORT Tek's
APAC's Technical Support Team provides technical support to our customers through phone calls, emails, and our online support portal. We strive to provide excellent customer service and resolve issues efficiently.

### E-downloads
E-downloads is a leading provider of downloading services. They offer a wide range of downloads for various devices, including software, games, and media files. You will be responsible for managing and maintaining the website, ensuring the accuracy and timely delivery of downloads.

### The DAILY IOWAN Classified AD BLANK
**WE ARE NOW USING THE NEW DAILY IOWAN CLASSIFIED AD BLANK**
- All advertising is one word per line.
- Minimum ad is 10 words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area Code</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>319</td>
<td>339-8000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**APAC's dedicated team works together to provide excellent customer service.**

### USER HELP WANTED
### UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS HELP WANTED
### SECURITY OFFICER WANTED
### TIRE SELLER WANTED
### SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
**TECHNICAL CONSULTANT, Typing, and Customer Service**
Do you possess excellent communication skills and a passion for customer service? We are currently seeking a Technical Consultant to join our team. You will be responsible for providing technical support and maintaining customer satisfaction.

### FOOD SERVICE
**RESTAURANT MANAGER**
We are looking for a full-time Restaurant Manager to join our team. In this role, you will be responsible for overseeing the day-to-day operations of the restaurant, ensuring high-quality customer service, and managing staff.

### TECHNOLOGY
**RESIDENTIAL STAFF**
We have full-time openings for experienced individuals interested in working in residential settings with people who have disabilities. Our staff provides a supportive and nurturing environment.

### MEDICAL
**MEDICAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE**
Do you have experience in medical sales and want to make a difference in people's lives? We are seeking a Medical Sales Representative to join our team. You will be responsible for developing and maintaining relationships with healthcare providers.

### ADVERTISERS WANTED
**ADVERTISERS WANTED**
- Calling all local businesses and organizations
- Advertising space available

### WEBSITES
**TECHNISOURCE, An Information Technology Professional Services Firm**
As a Technical Consultant, you will be responsible for conducting site visits, documenting requirements, and providing technical support.

### TELEPHONE SERVICE
**TELEPHONE SERVICE**
We are seeking an experienced Telephone Service Technician to join our team. You will be responsible for troubleshooting and resolving customer issues.

### THE DAILY IOWAN Classified AD BLANK
**WE ARE NOW USING THE NEW DAILY IOWAN CLASSIFIED AD BLANK**
- All advertising is one word per line.
- Minimum ad is 10 words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area Code</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>319</td>
<td>339-8000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**APAC's dedicated team works together to provide excellent customer service.**
Spring Cleaning Special

Apartment

Inside THE DAILY IOWAN

Call University Apartments 338-1411.

May through August.

(2 Bedrooms)

Water paid.

Air Conditioning.

LARGE

HUGE

Parking available.

Utilities included.

A/C.

FACILITIES

For more information

· Free heat

· Close to Westside

· Free and convenient parking.

· Deposit same as rent.

338-0322

614 S. Johnson #3

Summer Sublet

Fall Option

NOW Signing!

FALL LEASES

FOREST RIDGE

703 M. Bosket Street

NOW SIGNING

OPEN HOUSE TUES - SAT 12-2

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath

Walking distance to UI Biology I 

Clean, quiet apartments.

Off-street parking.

No pets.

Call Sean at 337-7261.

Efficiency

Two bedroom

$600-$41

Open floor plan.

Furniture, appliances included.

338-8450

One Bedroom

Free Cable TV

Two bedroom

$185-$260
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Booting in the bucks

The business of bootlegging has continued to thrive despite its illegal status.

By Ben Smith, manager of S&O

Compact Discs & Records, 6-1/2 It is Friday. "In Iowa, there may be a few stores selling bootlegs, but I know there are phone sellers and underground people selling bootlegs," Smith said. "It's not a business that can be found online. It's all face-to-face, and it's been going on for three times more than normal.

But bootlegging -- the practice of selling recordings of new music before they're officially released and featuring colorful covers -- continues to draw die-hard fans despite its recent bootlegs has also served to curb bootlegging.

"Having only one store to get them," Smith said. "I know there are places selling lots.

Many stores are willing to take in your favorite

"It's a huge business," Smith said. "And I know there are places selling lots.

The quality is almost as good as studio recordings," Smith said. "I know there are places selling lots.

Recent bootlegs have helped local record stores reconsider whether selling unreleased recordings of their favorite artists is illegal in the United States. It's illegal in the United States. It's illegal in the United States. It's illegal in the United States.

The Internet has served as a marketplace for bootlegs. "It all

VITO'S

Check Out

Wednesday

1/2 Price PIZZA

4-Midnight

No Carry Out

$7 Over 50 microbrews and import beers to choose from

127 E. College St.

They're Back!

Eating around corner of a lively area

Wednesday

MONT CARLO CLUB

includes your choice of side dish

$4.95

ENJOY SPECIAL BOOZECHETTE

$6.95

DEAL SPECIAL

$n 2.Stor 1

Thursday

Ladies' Night

$1.50

Drinks For Ladies

Include blended drink

$3.00

Domestic Pitcher for Everyone

MICKY'S IRISH PUB

$1.99

MICKY'S IRISH PUB